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**ABSTRACT:** The aim of the present study is determining the
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A study on the role of Teaching Persian Conversation Program (TPCP) on the educational success of non-Persian adult learners in Iran was conducted. Problems exist in the choice of words, sentences, methods of teaching contents, and non-colorful pictures in tablets.
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and the statistical populations were all of the companies listed in Tehran Stock Exchange on condition that be enlisted would be available; and not to be of investment, financial intermediary or holding nature. In order to analyze the data, one of the most important goals in any organization is increasing work force productivity. Information systems, Systems...
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ABSTRACT:
This study aimed to access the Downside Capital Asset Pricing Model at different time scales with use of wavelet analysis. The result showed most anticipated Downside Capital Asset Pricing Model (DCAPM) at 16-32 day intervals.
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ABSTRACT:
This study examined the relationship between transformational leadership style and organizational justice in elementary school principals. The research results indicated that transformational leadership and organizational justice are efficient components in training management.
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ABSTRACT:
The purpose of this research is anticipating quality of life regarding power, family collaboration and family functions. The study result showed that family functions, collaboration and power structure may significantly help anticipating quality of life ($R^2 = 0.32$). Also, there is a significant difference between mentioned factors in working women and housewives ($p = 0.017$, $t = 2.86$).
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ABSTRACT:
One part of every nation's culture, mores and manners derives from its beliefs and thoughts. The culture of different community groups have different roots. Among the Persian nation, whose history is long and different from other nation, the role of religion has been important in cultural development. While the concept of Islamic religion is related to Islam, the concept of religion in this paper is used as a broader concept and means the belief system and customs of society and culture. The research results showed that the dominant religion of the society is one of the main factors that affect the development of cultural customs of society. Besides, the research results showed that Iranian culture and customs have a significant difference compared to the Arabic culture and customs.
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